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WSlim DS
A match made in heaven! That is the impression of this new combination. When the newly
released WSlim DS is attached to the WSlim Lite of Waversa Systems, which was reviewed
late last year, the incisive blade that is the WSlim Lite has now been transformed into a
fabulously powerful swiss army knife. Together they work just like Son Heung-min scoring
four goals with the perfect four assists from Harry Kane.

The Birth of the WSlim DS
The WSlim DS, which means "Docking Station (DS), is an auxiliary device that was created
based on the premise that it is connected to the WSlim Lite. They are the same size, so if
you put them on top of each other, it's a perfect match. For this reason, the corner of the
WSlim DS top has round grooves to place the WSlim Lite rubber feet on. So why did the
WSlim LITE need the DS? The big reason why was that it needed analogue input terminals.
As the WSlim LITE is a streaming amp equipped with only digital inputs, many enthusiasts
yearned for analogue input from an external CD player or phono stage.

To quench enthusiasts’ thirst, Waversa decided to add their MM/MC Phonostage, which has
already become a popular member of the Waversa range, within the DS. Since the balanced
(XLR) and the unbalanced (RCA) input terminals are prepared anyway, it is not that hard for
the RCA terminals to also combine to act as phono terminals. When I read a Naver Café post
by the Waversa CEO, Junho Shin, I could see his ambition for the model. He even gave the
DS the role of a music server by installing an HDD or SSD drive, and inserted an HDMI input
and output terminals that can connect to a chrome cast device or TVs. In addition, the
company also decided to support ARC (Audio Return Channel) protocol, which is popular
nowadays.

Several advantages have arisen with the support of the HDMI ARC of the DS. Above all,
control by the TV volume, which was not possible when connecting a toslink cable, became
possible. If you reduce the TV volume, the WSlim Lite volume through the DS will also
decrease.

Another attractive point is that the transmission speed increases from 384 kbps to 1 Mbps
for HDMI ARC. However, the biggest advantage would be that the DS is able to apply
Waversa’s former proprietary WAP and WAP/X (eXtension) technologies onto the HDMI
ARC. The Waversa Audio Processor (WAP), implemented through FPGA, plays various roles
such as high-resolution upsampling, clock traffic control and estimating the original signal.
The WAP/X (eXtension) is primarily responsible for acoustic processing. The implementation
of an analogue input, phonostage, storage, HDMI input and output (ARC) was not all with
Waversa also inserting a pre-out as a response to users’ requests to be able to connect a
power amplifier to the WSlim light. The RCA input terminal of the DS allows it to be used as
an output terminal too. Finally, a headphone amplifier is built into the DS using a 6.3mm
headphone jack accessed at the front of the unit.

WSlim LITE & WSlim DS
Connection of the WSlim Lite to WSlim DS
When I heard that the WSlim LITE DS had been released, I had many queries in my mind. How
are the two connected? If the WSlim LITE only receives digital inputs, does it mean that there
is a ADC (Analogue to Digital Converter) built into the DS? In that case, what would happen
to the conversion spec? Crucially, is the power plugged in only one place? All of my queries
were answered by studying and investigating the two products at the Hi-Fi Club showroom.

Firstly, the two are connected by three cables. A USB-A (WSlim LITE) to USB-C (DS) cable,
coaxial cable, and power cable (WSlim LITE in, DS out). The USB cable is for control, and the
coaxial cable is for transmitting digital music signals. The main power is supplied to the DS
first through the power pack then from the jumper lead to the WSlim LITE. Three specialist
cables are provided as standard in the box. Looking at the back, the connection between the
two and the reality of the DS was plainly revealed. From the left is a USB-A terminal for
development and service, an HDMI IN terminal, an HDMI OUT (ARC) terminal, a USB-C
terminal for control, a coaxial IN terminal, a coaxial IN/OUT terminal, an XLR input terminal
group 1, an RCA input/output terminal group 1 and a Phono earth terminal while a 2.5-inch
HDD or SSD slot is accessible on the rear.

Here is a summary of what the two combination can do:
WSlim Lite: Speaker Output (80W), Roon play, WNDR play, UPnP/DLNA, Airplay, Bluetooth
4.0 Apt-X, FM tuner, digital input (optical, coaxial), volume control.
WSlim DS: analogue input (XLR, RCA), phono input (MM,MC), headphone output, music
server (HDD,SSD), HDMI input, HDMI output (ARC), and pre-out.
WSlim DS Design

The WSlim DS converts all of its analogue input signals into digital signals and sends them to
the WSlim LITE. The ADC is built in, as you might expect. Also, all analogue input signals,
including the phono cartridge signal, are converted into digital signals and then upsampled
to 24-bit, 176.4 kHz. The MM/MC phono stage was also refined. Against the phono cartridge
signal, which has been transformed into a digital signal, the WAP reduces noise and allows
detailed gain settings to take place. For gain settings, the 'dynamic range' values can be
selected from -6 dB, -4.5 dB, -1.5 dB, 0 dB, +1.5 dB, +3 dB and +6 dB. Usually, MM gain is 40
dB and MC gain is 60 dB, so if you select the corresponding value, it will be added or
suntracted. As a related tip, CEO, Junho Shin said, "Maintaining the highest gain without
clipping can receive the maximum amount of information in the digitalization process.".

The WAP/X level, which applies to both the phono and analogue input signals, can also be
selected in a total of three modes - MD1 (default), MD2 and MD3. The actual test shows
that the most relaxing sound was made in MD3 mode, with an outstanding threedimensional effect of the soundstage and the sophistication of the sound quality. However,
it seems that the price of the gains has become relatively low. Regarding WAP/X, CEO,
Junho Shin explains. "WAP/X is an algorithm that amplifies the harmonics contained in the
sound source. The reason why this process is necessary is because the sound loss occurred
in the process of recording and digitalization needs to be recreated to make it sound real. If
you simply insert any signal for the missing sound, this is just noise… Currently, WAP/X can
implement up to the 32nd harmonic (2nd, 4th, 8th, 16th, and 32nd). Usually, the second
harmonic structure of the vacuum tube shows a significant drop when moving from the 2nd
to the 4th. In other words, it means that the fourth harmonic is dramatically lost. Especially,
for stringed, resonant instruments, it is important to save these fourth harmonics and yet,
vacuum tubes have a limited capability to do this.
Each WAP/X mode applied to DS is as follows.
MD1 : Operates between the 2nd to 32nd harmonic range specifically tuned by Waversa.
MD2 : The second and fourth harmonic are amplified over and above the MD1 setting.
MD3 : This setting has additional amplification of the 4th and 8th harmonic over and above
the MD2 setting.
The DS applies WAP/X, which acts as the significant improvement of sound quality, to the
analogue input terminals maximised at MD3 levels to produce results that are closer to
vacuum tube sonics.
Analogue Input
We have a saying in Korea, “Precious stones only become diamonds when they are cut”. I
connected a CD player to the WSlim DS Analogue Input Terminals (RCA) to evaluate this
input. The CD player utilised was Rotel’s CD11 and the speaker B&W's Stand Mount 606.

What kind of sound would the WSlim Lite make? The detailed Phono Stage test will be done
soon by my dear fellow reviewer Conan. Please look out for this with anticipation!
For control, the WSlim LITE and DS use Waversa’s newly developed W CONTROL HTML web
app. If you enter the network IP address on a browser, the web page starts immediately. In
my case, I used the Hi-Fi Club's iPad browser and compared the sound quality to when I
used the digital coaxial input from the CD player playing the same track. The coaxial input
was also compared to the DS input by connecting directly into the Slim LITE itself.

Mstislav Rostropovich
Schubert Sonata for Arpeggione and Piano
Firstly, I listened to the CD player and DS through analogue cables. The DS reproduced it this
way. There were so many fine, comfortable and mature notes that I exclaimed out loud "oh
dear”. Contrary to what I usually experienced, the sound of this CD was definitely not
dexterous being heavy compared to streamed music played directly through the WSlim LITE.
However, the advantages of the Compact Disc Player (CDP) seem to come to life after going
through the WAP and WAP/X digital processing and 24-bit/176.4k upsampling which
Waversa boasts after ADC conversion. If you're a first-time user of the WSlim LITE, you'll be
surprised by the strong drive of this amplifier.
I analysed the playback sound more. The centre of gravity is quite low. The cello gives off a
savoury scent like sesame oil, sometimes playing in a sonorous, sometimes haughty way,
and the piano shows off a clear, transparent sound with a clean quiet background filled with
open notes. The momentum of the cello is so great that it is hard to catch up. It is also
obvious that the sound is sophisticated, and the sound weighty.

Kari Bremnes - A Lover in Berlin
Norwegian Mood
Also, if you listen to it with the RCA input mode, guitars and percussion sparkle in the centre
of the stage from the first note. It is clear that the impulse response characteristics are very
good. The tip of the note is sharp, firm, and disappears quickly. The naturalness of the
vocals is also impressive. For your information, the default volume is 50 through the WSlim
LITE.
I then connected the DS through the co-axial out of the CDP. As a result, the DS internal ADC
is bypassed. When switching to the coaxial input, the WCONTROL web screen showed
upbit/upsampling processing at 24 bits and 176 kHz. The first impression after the input
terminal change is that the sound spreads and the impulse characteristic dies slightly. The
Dynamics and the volume seem to have increased, but the noise floor increases also with
the sound contour becoming blurred, and the instruments banding together. The sound
stage also became relatively less satisfying to listen to.
Switching back to the RCA input, the sound stage moves back a lot and the images of the
instruments become clearer. On the other hand, the coaxial input is too loud and aggressive
with the sound stage becoming flat. In short, the coaxial input becomes tiring to hear for a
period of time. If you switch back to the RCA, the notes became liquid and crisp, like the
sound of a vacuum tube. Given why such a drastic change has come about, I can only
surmise that the WAP/X applied to analogue input terminals is significantly higher.
Finally, we connected the CDP coaxial cable to the coaxial input of WSlim LITE. This means
that the WSlim LITE solo playback has nothing to do with the WSlim DS. Above all, the
volume (Gain) was so high that it was an abrupt change and the resolution felt almost
limitless. On reflection, it can be seen that they put less effort into the DS's coaxial input.
However, for comfort, relaxation, and perspective of the soundstage it was best when the
analogue input was used on the DS. This, too, seems to be due to the power of WAP/X.
Conclusion
Perhaps it is time to stop referencing the famous line from 2019’s Academy Award winning

movie 'Parasite', but I can't help it when they say 'You have a plan!’ as that is exactly what
has happened here. As I was impressed when reviewing the WSlim LITE at the end of last
year, I added the WSlim DS and listened to it again and realised that everything had been
planned ahead. Adding analogue input terminals in the form of a docking station liberates
the "robust" sound structure of WAP/X, which is key to the comfortable tone of the vacuum
tube; so comfortable and elegant that it sounds almost logarithmic.
It may be a remarkable paradox that the sound amplified through the ADC and DSP is more
like analogue. In my opinion, this is the main specialty of Wavera. If you are a enthusiast
who wants to use a CDP and a turntable as an existing WSlim LITE user, or if you enjoy
Netflix and YouTube on a Smart TV, it will be hard to resist the temptation of the WSlim DS.
In addition, you can also listen to your headphones.
For those of you who have never been interested in the WSlim LITE, you will be surprised by
the analogue, digital, and streaming audio created by this dynamic duo. Last year, I could
not get my head around the fact that the thin WSlim LITE amplifier powered the B&W 802
D3 beautifully. As such, I heartily recommend that you try this combo.
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